●

USA
○

HBO : Human By Orientation Virtual Pride - Events from live performances
from Janelle Monae and Todrick Hall, Drag Brunch with Rupaul Drag Race
Stars, Voguing classes and so much more.

○

Minnesota & AARP - 2020 Twin Cities LGBTQ+ Pride Parade honouring
Ashley Rukes is going virtual and WCCO is proud to bring it into households
across Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. On Sunday, June 28 at 11 a.m.,
WCCO will broadcast the first hour of the virtual parade on channel 4. The
parade will also be streamed, in its entirety, on CBSN Minnesota.

○

Pittsburgh Pride Month Reel: Teaming up with other local organizations, Reel
Q will offer films and virtual events from June 18 to the end of July,
beginning at 7 p.m. Thursday with a screening of “Pier Kids.”

○

NYC Pride - NYC Pride will also hold a virtual rally on June 26 from 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. It will be hosted by Ashlee Marie Preston, the first transgender person
to openly run for state office in California, and Brian Michael Smith, a
transgender actor who has starred in “Homeland,” “Queen Sugar” and “The
L Word: Generation Q.” Speakers include Ceyenne Doroshow, Annie
Segarra, Edafe Okporo and Leandro E. Rodriguez Ramos.

○

NYC Pride Special Broadcast - Our Special Pride Broadcast Event will feature
performances by Janelle Monáe, Deborah Cox, Billy Porter, Luísa Sonza and
more. Expect to see appearances by Wilson Cruz, Miss Richfield 1981,
Margaret Cho and others. WABC’s Ken Rosato and Lauren Glassberg will
host the special joined by special guest co-host Carson Kressley, along with
correspondents Sam Champion and Kemberly Richardson.

○

Them: ‘Out Now Live’ - Them, an online L.G.B.T.Q. magazine, is gathering
stars from all corners of entertainment to celebrate Pride and raise money for
the Ali Forney Center, which provides services and shelter for homeless
L.G.B.T.Q. youth. The digital broadcast, called “Out Now Live,” will include
performances, speeches, storytelling and messages from prominent

members of the community and allies — as well as educational vignettes on
L.G.B.T.Q. history and activism from the 1970s to now.
○

Frameline44 Pride Showcase - In celebration of San Francisco Pride
Weekend, Frameline will present the Frameline44 Pride Showcase, June 25 –
June 28, 2020. The Pride Showcase will feature the special World Premiere
of Ahead of the Curve at the West Wind Solano Drive-In, on Saturday, June
27, 2020, as well as the return of perennial favorites “Fun in Boys Shorts,”
“Fun in Girls Shorts,” and “Transtastic” short film programs, a raucous
showcase of the finest in short films.

○

Trans March - Join us for our first ever virtual Trans March coming to you
from San Francisco, California and all around the country (maybe even the
world!).

○

Los Angeles’s first virtual Pride parade will air as a 90-minute prime-time
special on ABC7, which will also broadcast the event online. Through
historical vignettes and in-depth interviews, the special will highlight local
unsung heroes, queer culture and community activists.

○

Chicago Pride Fest - The Northalsted Business Alliance is bringing Boystown
— a neighbourhood that is home to one of the largest L.G.B.T.Q.
communities in the Midwest — to the world with the Chicago Pride Fest
livestream and chat, celebrating the love, life and diversity of Chicago’s
community. LeAnn Rimes, Mr. Grand, Boy Band Review, Catfight, The Vixen
and others will perform; Ruff N’ Stuff will host.

○

Denver Pride - At the same time that Denver’s Pride parade would have
started down Colfax Avenue in the heart of the city, the Denver Virtual Pride
Parade will begin online. And instead of floats, there will be so-called parade
units: digital shorts from community groups and members, corporate and
commercial supporters and sponsors, and drag queens and kings.

●

Ireland
○

Digital Dublin Pride Festival - Even though revellers will not be crowding
Dublin’s O’Connell Street this year, organizers hope that people from all over
the world will crowd its digital offerings. Dublin Pride said it was the largest

fund-raising event of the year for many of the nation’s L.G.B.T.Q. community
organizations and charities. Digital Dublin Pride Festival will include an
interactive virtual parade at 9 a.m. and a concert at 2 p.m. on June 28, as
well as virtual walking tours, talk and exhibitions throughout the month. The
parade will be a mix of submissions from L.G.B.T.Q. community
organizations and partners, as well as recorded and live submissions from the
public.
●

UK
○

Pride Inside, From Amnesty International UK - Pride Inside — a collaboration
among Amnesty International UK, Black Pride UK, Stonewall UK, ParaPride —
is a digital celebration bringing together L.G.B.T.Q. artists, musicians,
comedians, D.J.s and activists for performances, talks and workshops. Its aim
is to raise awareness about how some studies have found that the pandemic
may disproportionately affect L.G.B.T.Q. people.

○

#WorkPride - #WorkPride is a global online conference held by myGwork
that comprises events for professionals, graduates, employers and more. The
conference’s mission is to ensure the L.G.B.T.Q. business community is
visible and celebrated, particularly during the pandemic. Among other
topics, sessions will focus on inclusiveness, employee resource groups and
networks, and well-being and support.

○

BiFi Festival - This event from Bi Pride UK (which last year said it held the
biggest bi gathering in history), which kicks off at 1 p.m., will be a virtual
celebration of bi voices and will include discussions, panels and
entertainment, including an after-party with a live D.J.

○

Essex Pride Uploaded - Essex Pride, an annual bash since 2003, will
livestream its Uploaded event starting at 11 a.m. The event will featuring
special guests, performances, interviews, and a look back at Essex Pride’s
past and the history of the Pride movement.

○

#YouMeUsWe, online with a call to action: 30,000 acts of “allyship” — “one
for every person who would have marched in the parade,” reads a statement

on its website. Acts include donating to the L.G.B.T.Q. community, being
there for the community and celebrating the community.
○

Pride at Home w/ Attitude: Attitude Magazine a British gay-lifestyle
publication, will host its inaugural Pride at Home festival across nine days and
two weekends to benefit the Attitude Magazine Foundation for L.G.B.T.Q.
causes. Events include D.J. sets from Fat Tony and Jodie Harsh; Henry
Holland’s Drag Brunch, with Gigi Goode and Baga Chipz; and live musical
and comedy performances.

●

Paris
○

The city parade is postponed for now, here is the site with the updates:
https://www.gaypride.fr/le-calendrier-2020-des-marches/

●

Madrid
○

The city parade is postponed for now, but updates should follow on their
Facebook page here: https://www.facebook.com/orgullomadrid/

●

Global Pride
○

Global Pride 24 Hour Live Stream: World leaders, royalty, pop stars and drag
queens will anchor this year’s 24-hour Global Pride livestream, the first
worldwide L.G.B.T.Q. event, which is putting the Black Lives Matter
movement at its center. Todrick Hall will host the stream of music,
performances, speeches and messages of support. It is expected to attract
up to 300 million viewers.

○

Proudly Resilient - Out Leadership, one of the world’s oldest and largest
global coalitions working for L.G.B.T.Q. equality, has been hosting the
monthlong global Pride series Proudly Resilient — with more than 70
speakers, including L.G.B.T.Q. pioneers, thought leaders, business leaders
and advocates.

○

The Sims Virtual Pride Parade on Twitch: In honour of Pride Month, YouTuber
EnglishSimmer will host a Virtual Pride Parade livestream on The Sims' Twitch
channel. Players can submit their best Sims from the life simulation game
styled for Pride to potentially be featured in the parade.

